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Our Mission 
 

We educate and equip entrepreneurs to create jobs for their families and communities. 

Our board of directors (left). Watson and Madisyn, the founders of BMI (on the right) 
 
 

Our Vision 
 

We envision a world where everyone has the proper tools and resources to create  prosperity 
for their families and communities. 

Haitians working construction (left) and children at school (right) 
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BMI Campus club initiative at Anderson University 

Application Instructions 
 

Please read over the contents of the entire internship packet carefully to familiarize yourself with               
our organization, goals, mission, and ensure you meet the necessary qualifications for an             
internship with our organization. To qualify for an internship program slot, please apply by              
sending BMI a cover letter, your resume, and this Internship Package, which shows that you               
have read and understand the expectations of the Beyond Me Initiative (BMI) internship             
program. Email your documents directly to our Internship Program Director, Watson George, at             
info@livebeyondyou.org. Include “Internship Application” in the subject of your email. If you            
prefer, you can also mail the documents. Feel free to contact Watson should you have any                
questions or need clarification on any aspect of the program or packet. 
 
Mail or email a copy of your resume and other documents to:  

 
Beyond Me Initiative 

4202 N EMS Blvd #180, Greenfield, IN 46140 
 

Email  
info@livebeyondyou.org 

 
Contact 

765-617-5560  
 
Contact your academic advisor, school counselor, or professors in your academic school to             
obtain course credit, if needed.  
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Introduction 
 

Beyond Me Initiative (BMI) is a young startup company with a great vision: to create a                 
world where everyone has access to the proper tools and resources to create prosperity for their                
families and communities. BMI is an experience where people from all walks of life unleash               
their love for humanity and their entrepreneurial drive to change their world forever. We're              
looking for talented interns who want to be exposed to an exciting E-commerce and Haitian               
cuisine business that is quickly growing. We are very small right now, but we plan to take on                  
bigger E-commerce and food companies around the world. However, we are in need of talented               
interns to help push our company forward. 
 
BMI is always seeking interns for the Fall, Spring and Summer. Ideal candidates are currently               
pursuing a degree or would like to go into the various fields of business, marketing, journalism,                
international development, non-profit, hospitality, music, arts, fashion, and social work.          
Internships are unpaid, but interns typically receive college or high school credit for the              
completion of the program as well as a formal letter of recommendation from anyone on our                
leadership team. We do not believe interns exist to get coffee, file documents, or sit back and                 
watch business work. Instead, we build up future professionals whom we would be proud to               
hire.  

Our interns are actively involved in our business, gaining an inside perspective to prepare them               
for jobs in the field they want to go in. Each intern is assigned to a committee where they create,                    
complete and present a specialized project. Students may rotate to different areas of the              
operation to expose themselves to different aspects of BMI’s business. By making all levels of               
our leadership accessible, interns are inspired to grow, learn and contribute in a meaningful way.               
Interns will garner in-depth information in the areas such as marketing, merchandising, music,             
event planning, graphic designing, accounting, grant writing, and so much more. In addition to              
highly substantive and meaningful projects, interns gain in-depth knowledge of the field by             
completing formal training courses, participating in exercises, providing support to real-world           
incident and event management, and networking.. 

The internship experience should be one that strengthens an area(s) where the intern is lacking in                
real-world experience and knowledge. Students who intern with the Beyond Me Initiative will             
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be able to use the experience to build resumes, gain valuable experience in an area they plan to                  
work in, and be inspired to use their creativity, compassion, and education to make a difference.  

In order for students to gain enough experience to benefit him/her in the workplace, interns are                
required to work for a minimum of 12 weeks (3 months), though several interns have remained                
active in the Internship Program for over a year. An intern’s weekly work schedule averages               
10-20 hours a week with each schedule designed to fit the intern’s educational workload and               
schedule and that of the assigned Supervisor(s) and Internship Director. The type of work              
performed will depend on the student’s requirements, individual interests, and the needs of our              
organization at the time of the internship. The following projects are some of the activities and                
work projects that may be offered / assigned to the intern to help the student gain a better                  
understanding of the administration duties of running our business. Understand that NOT all of              
these will be assigned to you. Only a few of the following!  

● Help craft our company brand identity and translating to promotional material as well as              
website  

● Product research into different brands that we can feature and showcase on our site  
● Help manage images, messaging, and graphics of social media accounts. Strong           

Instagram skills a plus (you can show us your personal IG account)  
● Assist in website optimization and design  
● Design Merchandise and manage the online store 
● Create, develop, plan, and implement a program for our Haiti team 
● Coordinate a trip to Haiti 
● Create weekly or monthly newsletters that will appeal to our customers  
● Write occasional blog posts and upload photos to tell stories about our company and              

latest initiatives 
● Craft and develop the Super Service Challenge Campaign 
● Grow BMI’s brand by working with local high schools and colleges in local communities              

to start Beyond Me Campus Initiatives at their campuses 
● Rotates throughout the sales and catering administrative office department 
● Performs various duties within the operations on a limited basis for catering events, Haiti              

trips, marketing operations, sales, and other events 
● Completes any assigned project work, as assigned by management 

Beyond Me Initiative will move the student around as much as possible within the              
organization to give the student as many experiences as possible. In addition to participation in               
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highly substantive and meaningful projects and time set aside for training and development, the              
interns gain in-depth knowledge of the business field and doing outreach oversees in Haiti.  

 

Why do an internship with BMI? 
 
PERKS: The following are some perks our interns enjoy as they work with us to impact lives                 
here and in Haiti.  
 

● Multitude of possibilities between our properties and their various departments. 
● Our Leadership Team is comprised of leaders with impressive and varied levels of             

experience, stories, and passion for helping others in need 
● The internship program helps us identify key individuals to recruit in the future 
● Unparalleled access through one-on-one conversations with our board of directors,          

executive team, team members, and campus club members 
● Experience a welcoming environment that exudes the true spirit of service, creativity,            

and compassion 
 
Beyond Me Initiative is a company committed to providing quality products and services that              
give memorable guest experiences in a positive and welcoming work environment. We are             
focused on supporting the needs of our team through our commitment to the family/work life               
balance and by providing development opportunities. Want to truly make a difference and             
enjoy doing it everyday? Take our challenge and live beyond yourself as you join the Beyond                
Me Initiative!  
 
EMPLOYMENT: Students completing internships stand out when job hunting as they will            
have some experience.  
  
TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR LEARNING: Internships are important and valuable for you            
get to design your own learning curriculum and get away from campus-based ones. The              
student decides what he/she will learn, how to learn it, and how to evaluate it.  
  
THEORY INTO PRACTICE: An internship experience can add meaning to academic study            
by giving you the chance to apply theories learned in the classroom to "real world" situations.  
  
AWARENESS THROUGH INCREASED COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: The      
student will develop an awareness of others' needs and a great understanding of his/her role               
and potential contributions to society.  
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PERSONAL GROWTH: The student will grow from the experience. Having to solve            
problems in unfamiliar situations can increase a student's self confidence and self-esteem.  
  
HELPING HAND: It is nice to help oneself but helping others benefits the community and               
makes a difference.  
  
NEW ENVIRONMENT: An internship introduces the student to a new environment and the             
challenges and problems of a work setting. The student will also learn the meaning of               
teamwork.  
  
RESEARCH: It's an opportunity for experimentation and exploration of new and old,            
academic and career interests.  
 
 
 

Basic Qualifications 
 

BMI is looking for applicants with the following basic qualifications. Please note depending 
on the position you are applying for, qualifications may vary. The following are the general 
characteristics that we look for any candidate we choose. 
 

● Juniors & seniors in either an accredited college or a high school with 2.5 or higher 
GPA (if you can establish a way to get college or high school credit with your school 
that’s a plus) 

● Passionate about education, business, and helping others in need 
● Ability to show how they are creative and can think outside the box 
● Entrepreneurial mindset (they can sell and understand some business basics) 
● Eager to learn about Haitian culture/have previous experience with Haitian culture 

(this is a plus, but not needed) 
● Have prior experience doing some of the work they are interning for  
● Eagerness to learn and try something new 
● Show how they are dedicated and committed to helping BMI build its brand 
● Well organized and punctual  
●  Strong written and oral communication skills  
● Ability to solve problems creatively  
● PORTFOLIO of previous work or projects (basically show us what you can do) 
● Must have a current resume and cover letter 
● Eagerness to learn new tools and expand their skill sets  
● Understands how to utilize Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter effectively  
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2014 BMI Campus Club Initiative at Anderson University 
 

 
 

Internship Program Guidelines 
 

Goal 
BMI understands that working with an intern is both a privilege and a responsibility.              

Interns can strengthen our organization by providing additional resources, current educational           
thinking, and enthusiasm. We can use assistance and support at a time when the our organization                
is growing. We understand that interns bring a fresh knowledge and point-of-view to our              
E-commerce and cuisine business. An intern brings a new perspective, and the vibrancy of a               
person learning a new field. An intern brings needed diversity. Interns are accustomed to              
learning, writing, researching, and producing work on a schedule.  

 
BMI’s goal is to have the student learn as much as they can about the business and                 

administration duties of catering Haitian food, marketing products and services on our online             
store, and doing outreach work overseas and in our local communities. Therefore a supervisor or               
internship Director will take some time to visit with the student regularly, develop of a project                
list, and provide instructions. This direct conversation and project management will allow the             
student to move from the book learning to real-life experiences. BMI team leads will move the                
student around as much as possible within the organization to give the student as many               
experiences as possible. BMI team members will observe the student's performance and note any              
areas where improvement is needed.  

 
Academic Qualifications 

➢ A current or recent college/high school level student (Junior or Senior). 
➢ Be in good academic standing with an accredited institution (2.5 or higher GPA) 
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Dress Code 

BMI's objective in establishing a business casual dress code is to allow our employees to               
work comfortably in the workplace. The public does not know the difference between an intern,               
volunteer and a paid team member. Business casual dress is the standard for this dress code.                
Dress with your duties in mind; dress neatly and professionally. Remember that you are as               
much a representative of BMI as a full time team member. When attending meetings with               
outside organizations students are expected to dress appropriately. Discuss with your supervisor            
or Director the appropriate dress code.  

 
Work Schedule 

Since BMI is a small and growing organization, our team members are very flexible and               
work as they can. Most of our work is accomplished in the evenings and Saturdays. We are very                  
service-oriented in providing our products and services to a diverse group of guests. Monday              
through Friday, we typically work anywhere from 3pm - 11:00 p.m. On weekends, we work               
Saturday from 9am-3pm. Sundays, we typically take that day off unless we have a catering or                
special event. On Mondays, we typically begin the week off with team meetings. In 2017, we                
joined the Collaboration 317 business incubator program for non-profits in          
Greenfield/McCordsville area. Through the program, we get to use the facility free of charge and               
as often as we would like. The facility has lots of space for us to meet and work. There’s an                    
event center, media center, conference room, and office space. Plus we’re always surrounded             
with other like-minded business professionals to network with and ask questions. In order for              
students to gain enough experience in the business field to benefit him/her in the workplace,               
interns are required to work for a minimum of 12 weeks (3 months), though interns can remain                 
active in the Internship Program for over a year. An intern’s weekly work schedule averages               
between 10-20 hours a week (schedule designed to fit the intern’s educational workload and              
schedule that of the internship Director’s need.)  

 
Requirements for Completing Internship 

Interns deserve a true introduction to the business field that gives them experience in a               
number of areas related to their interests and potential degree. BMI will coordinate a written               
developmental plan (aka Learning Goals) for the intern's experience. Similar to a job description,              
the plan lays out a developmental path with specific outcomes. The intern chooses what he or                
she wants to learn about our business, the objectives and activities she or he wants to                
accomplished, and the outcome he or she hopes to attain by following through with their               
learning goals. This gives the interns a good picture of what their experience will encompass               
with BMI. The written plan also provides a guide path. The written plan lays out the                
responsibilities of the Director or supervisor and what they will provide for developmental             
opportunities for the interns. It also includes meetings to attend, projects to work on, time spent                
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with various team members members, and job tasks to learn.  
 

At the completion of the internship BMI suggests all interns take advantage of the following:  
 

➢ Produce and/or participate in at least one Haitian cultural experience or activity            
(may include eating or cooking Haitian food for catering events, going on a Haiti              
trip, visiting a local Haitian church, or participating in Haitian cultural learning            
activities through books, movies, language learning,etc.)  

➢ Complete at least one tangible project that you had to plan, work on it from start                
to finish, and developed it so it could be completed. You need to be able to                
present this project and the outcome of it at the end of your internship to our                
leadership team. 

➢ Attendance in at least one board meeting or an executive committee meeting  
➢ Utilize networking opportunities with other team members and organizations         

BMI works with.  

 

Scope of Work 
 

Intern’s Responsibilities 

➢ Provide college/university/high school advisor contact information to Internship        
Director. 

➢ Register and pay the appropriate fees as required by the appropriate           
college/university/high school (if applicable).  

➢ Attend and complete any training programs. 
➢ Have reliable transportation to BMI’s corporate office and anywhere else intern is            

assigned or needs to go for his or her assignment(s).  
➢ Adhere to the policies and duties outlined by BMI.  
➢ Submit periodic reports as required by university/high school and BMI.  
➢ Affiliate with a professional organization in the student's area of interest or            

specialization,  
➢ Perform work assignments to the best of ability.  
➢ Assist/create with exercise design and development.  
➢ Help provide public information and outreach.  
➢ Assist team members in the day-to-day operations.  
➢ Answer inquiries by phone and through written communications.  
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➢ Prepare documents and reports.  
➢ Assist with research assignments and special projects.  
➢ Attend meetings or community events.  
 
BMI’s Responsibilities 

➢ Provide interns with an atmosphere in which they will develop their professional and             
personal growth.  

➢ Facilitate the transition from classroom to the professional world.  
➢ Set up an initial conference with the intern to determine their specific needs and              

adapt the training program to meet those needs.  
➢ Assist intern with developing internship goals and objectives.  
➢ Confer with the intern at least once a week to arrange schedules, discuss work              

performance and to correct any problems that may arise.  
➢ Inform the intern of all personnel policies and procedures.  
➢ Assist the intern in meeting their specific university requirements if the internship is             

used for college credit.  
➢ Evaluate the intern’s performance and submit the results on the forms provided to the              

university’s internship Director.  
➢ Select a specific Director or mentor who is committed to the intern's learning.  
➢ Provide intern with educational/training opportunities.  
➢ Provide a wonderful opportunity to develop that first, and possibly career-long           

relationship, with an individual who cares about and is committed to their success.  
 
 Steps to completing the internship program: 

1. Online Application Process - In this step, students who have heard about BMI and want to be 
part of our internship program or perhaps they have stumbled on our organization’s website, or 
were encouraged to apply by members of our team must apply online. This way we have their 
information on our database. Applicants fill out a short questionnaire about themselves, their 
passions, interests, skills, etc. when they fill out the internship application. Once completed, they 
wait a couple of days to give our team time to look through it and reply back with them to 
confirm if they can be interviewed for a position. 

2. Interview (virtually or face to face) & acceptance - we conduct interviews with applicants and 
select our interns as they meet all our criterias and their choosing to go through our programs 

3. Orientation & Learning goals- at this step, we go over BMI’s vision, our structure, our team 
members, schedule, expectations, and answer any questions that interns have about our 
organization and the internship program. Interns sign a contract with our organization agreeing to 
the terms and confirming their understanding of their responsibilities. 
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4. Project Commencement & development- Interns begin working and getting trained in the 
specific areas they will be working. They are assigned a team and have a supervisor in the 
department they have chosen or been assigned. They are treated like any other member of our 
team at this point. They are are given specific tasks and assignments to complete in a deadline. 
Within a couple of weeks, their schedules are finalized. Every 2 weeks interns meet with their 
supervisors or Directors to give progress reports on their current projects and initiatives. Their 
Directors or supervisors provide them with feedback.  

5. Midterm & Final Evaluations- When Interns are half-way through their program and towards 
the end of the program, they will be assigned to complete a mid-term and final evaluation 
evaluation. They will need to be able to answer questions about the organization, its history, 
review their learning goals, and see how they are doing so far in the internship program. An 
internship can only be a true learning experience if constructive feedback is provided. An 
effective evaluation will focus on the interns’ initial learning objectives identified at the start of 
the internship. Internship Directors & supervisors will take time to evaluate both the student's 
positive accomplishments and areas for improvement. Interns will look to their Directors and/or 
supervisors to help them take what their learning in and out of the classroom. This will help them 
transition from the classroom to the workplace. Twice a month interns give progress reports and 
Directors/supervisors provide interns with feedback concerning their performances. During these 
meetings the students may: 

○ Report on a project’s status 
○ Learn how their work is contributing to the organization 
○ Participate in evaluating their strengths 
○ Discuss areas needing growth and development 
○ Get insight about what work lies ahead 

Directors are typically asked to evaluate interns at the midpoint and end of the internship. 
Evaluations are helpful when determining the intern’s success within the organization for future 
internships or employment upon graduation. 

6. Presentation & graduation - upon the completion of the program, interns will complete their 
last and final evaluation. Then they will make a 10-15 minute quick presentation to our team of 
the project(s) or initiatives they completed during their time with us. They will share their 
learning goals, objectives, results, and any difficulties or challenges that they faced along the 
way. They will be asked if they would recommend this internship to anyone and invited to let us 
know of anyone else who we should ask to apply. We will take them out to dinner, have a 
celebration party with them. The intern will receive a letter of recommendation from his or her 
supervisor or Director. Depending on how BMI’s business is growing and the needs within the 
organization, the intern may receive a job offer or choose to do the internship cycle again for 
another semester.  
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Warm hearts and smiles welcome you when you arrive in  Haiti. 
 

INTERN EVALUATION FORM  
(INTERN SELF-EVALUATION) 

 
Intern’s Name:  
 
Name of Company: 
 
Supervisor:  Date: 
 
Intern’s Position or Assignment:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART I Please complete this evaluation at the midterm and end term of the your work period. You are                  
encouraged to discuss the completed form with the intern to aid in their professional development. The evaluation is                  
a mechanism that the Faculty has employed to inform its continuous improvement program, therefore it is not                 
confidential.  Please use the scale below to evaluate your intern’s performance in the following areas: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Needs more 
training or 
education 

Performing below 
expectations 

Acceptable 
performance 

Above average 
performance 

Superior 
performance 

Not observed 

 
1 General Workplace Performance       
 Attendance 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Appropriate dress 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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 Attitude 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Acceptance of criticism 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Asks appropriate questions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Self-motivated 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Practices ethical behaviour 1 2 3 4 5 6 
        
2 Specific Job Assignment Performance        
 Sufficient knowledge to perform tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Verbal communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Written communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Analytical skills – analyzes problems and takes appropriate action 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Uses technical skills required for the position 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Meets deadlines 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Takes initiative to get a job done, including overcoming obstacles 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Sets priorities 1 2 3 4 5 6 
        

 
 How would you assess the intern’s overall performance? 

□ outstanding □ above average       □ satisfactory     □ below average     □ unsatisfactory 
 
PART II  
This section gives you the opportunity to evaluate your own performance and think about ways you can improve                  
using your own initiative and insight.  
 
What do you consider your major strengths? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What areas need improvement? 
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What would you recommend to make yourself better prepared for the workplace? (e.g. courses, activities, skills                
acquisition, programs)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other comments or recommendations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your time in completing this evaluation! 
 

  Beyond Me Initiative promotes education, entrepreneurship and generates support for job creation in Haiti. 
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INTERN EVALUATION FORM  
(Internship Director) 

 
 
Intern’s Name:  
 
Name of Company: 
 
Supervisor:  Date: 
 
Intern’s Position or Assignment:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART I Please complete this evaluation at the midterm and end term of the your work period. You are                  
encouraged to discuss the completed form with the intern to aid in their professional development. The evaluation is                  
a mechanism that the Faculty has employed to inform its continuous improvement program, therefore it is not                 
confidential.  Please use the scale below to evaluate your intern’s performance in the following areas: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Needs more 
training or 
education 

Performing below 
expectations 

Acceptable 
performance 

Above average 
performance 

Superior 
performance 

Not observed 

 
1 General Workplace Performance       
 Attendance 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Appropriate dress 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Attitude 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Acceptance of criticism 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Asks appropriate questions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Self-motivated 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Practices ethical behaviour 1 2 3 4 5 6 
        
2 Specific Job Assignment Performance        
 Sufficient knowledge to perform tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Verbal communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Written communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Analytical skills – analyzes problems and takes appropriate action 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Uses technical skills required for the position 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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 Meets deadlines 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Takes initiative to get a job done, including overcoming obstacles 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Sets priorities 1 2 3 4 5 6 
        

 
 How would you assess the intern’s overall performance? 

□ outstanding □ above average       □ satisfactory     □ below average     □ unsatisfactory 
 
PART II  
This section gives you the opportunity, as an experienced professional, to make recommendations that would help in                 
the professional development of the student as well as give the Faculty some insight into the areas that may need                    
more attention.  
 
What do you consider the major strengths of this intern? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What areas need improvement? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What would you recommend to make this student better prepared for the workplace? (e.g. courses, activities, skills                 
acquisition, programs)? 
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Other comments or recommendations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your time in completing this evaluation! 
 
 
 

  Beyond Me Initiative promotes education, entrepreneurship,  and generates support for job creation in Haiti. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. Is this a paid or unpaid internship?  

Currently all internships are unpaid.  
  

2. How long is the term of the internship program?  

The term is a minimum of 3 months on a flexible schedule. It works to accomplish the                 
requirement for your internship hours as well as to provide support to BMI on an               
established weekly basis.  

  
3. What is an average day like for an intern?  

Some days are busier than others. On one day you may have multiple tasks assigned               
such as a meeting with your team members; an ongoing project you are working on all                
day; a project deadline meeting in the evening; phone calls to forward or respond to; and                
a research project to conduct. On other days you may have a very slow day. Not as                 
many phone calls coming in, no meetings and possibly just one project to do research or                
work on. However, slow does not mean not important or relevant to the BMI’s overall               
work. Every task however small that is done is important in one way or another to the                 
overall performance of the organization. Every day you will learn something new and             
gain experience and networking contacts that will help you in the organization. We work              
together as a team to help our business grow and make our world a better place. There is                  
always someone to help you out, answer questions you may not know the answers to, and                
encourage you along the way.  

  
4. Will this internship lead to a potential job?  

Finding a job is ultimately up to you. With that being said, this internship can help open                 
doors either through: gaining valuable contact information for potential employers or by            
helping you gain experience you might not get during your college years.  

5. What would be my responsibilities?  

Responsibilities could range from designing, selling, and creating merchandise, to          
creating marketing materials, catering food, planning and coordinating different         
initiatives, working with our campus clubs, and coordinating events. We also create            
videos and do a variety of media projects (interviews, short documentaries, super service             
challenge campaign, etc.) 
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6. What kind of projects might be asked of me?  

There are a number of projects that are ongoing such as: marketing, Haiti initiatives,              
helping put on the super service challenge campaign, accounting, grant writing, selling            
our products and services online and at our events, correspondence with internal and             
external people and organizations, as well as other projects which can include training,             
sessions, and attending events to represent BMI.  
 

 

 
  Beyond Me Initiative promotes education and generates support for job creation in Haiti. 
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Acknowledgement of Intern Responsibilities 
 
Upon acceptance of participating in the Beyond Me Initiative’s Internship Program, all Interns 
are expected to follow the guidelines below:  
  

➢ Adhering to BMI work hours and all BMI policies and procedures.  
 

➢ Adhering to BMI’s policies governing the observation of confidentiality and the handling 
of confidential information.  

 
➢ Assuming personal and professional responsibilities for his/her actions and activities. 

  
➢ Maintaining professional relationships with BMI team members, guests, and so forth. 

  
➢ Relating and applying knowledge acquired in the academic setting to the BMI setting.  

 
➢ Taking full responsibility to outline to BMI’s leadership team what your school 

requirements are and what your school needs us to track in order for intern to receive 
college credit for their work. 

 
➢ Being consistent and punctual in the submission of all work assignments to your 

supervisor and Director.  
  
  
 
 
________________________________________                       _____________________ 
 Intern Print Name / Signature                                                                 Date 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________                       _____________________ 
 BMI Supervisor/Director Print Name / Signature                             Date 
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Internship Interest Survey 
 
Please complete the following interest survey and submit it to the below address for consideration: 
Please also attach resume, cover letter, and this Internship Packet application. 
 

Email: 
Watson George, BMI internship Director 

info@livebeyondyou.org 
 

Mail to: 
4202 N EMS Blvd #180, Greenfield, IN 46140 

Email us at info@livebeyondyou.org 
 
Name____________________________________________________Date_______________ 
                               (Last) (First) (Middle) 
 
Mailing Address 
______________________________________________________________________ 
             (Street)                                                                                          (Apt.) 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
(City) (State)        (Zip) 
 
Phone(_____)____________________________ Second  
 
Phone(_____)_________________________ 
 
Email Address_______________________________ 
 
Internship Start Date______________________ Internship Completion  
 
Date_____________________ 
 
Projected Graduation Date______________________ 
 
Number of weeks_______________________ 
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Number of hours weekly__________________________ 
 
 
 
Name of College/University: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Major/ Minor 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Student Internship Advisor 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Student Student Advisor’s 
 
Advisor’s Phone (_____)_____________________ Email  
 
Address_____________________________ 
 
 
1. Please choose a specialty area of interest 
(Please number in priority order your top 3 choices) 
 
_____ Haitian Cuisine Catering & Event Planning 
_____ Marketing (interviews, church visits, videos, & merchandising)  
_____ Communications & Human Resources 
_____ Administration/ Business Development 
_____ Event Planning and Booking 
_____ Grant Writing & Research 
_____ Public Relations  
_____ Graphic Designing (Merchandise & Promotional materials) 
_____ Website/IT 
_____ Other_______________________________________ 
 
2. Extracurricular Activities & Experiences : 
 
Please list any previous experiences & activities you have been involved with that would relate to what 
you want to do during your time with BMI:  
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__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 
3. Will you have access to a vehicle Yes / No 
 
 
4. What materials will you need to help you complete the internship program? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 
 
5. Briefly explain why an internship with Beyond Me Initiative would be a good fit in furthering your 
career opportunities: 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
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Internship Application 

To consider your application complete make sure to include a cover letter, your resume, and this 
Internship Packet.  Please send the completed application to Watson George, Intern Program Director, 

info@livebeyondyou.org.  Contact him via email or telephone (765-617-5560) should you have questions 
or need clarification regarding the BMI Internship Program. 

Contact Information 

Full Name:  

Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Phone No.: 

e-mail Address: 

In case of emergency, notify: 

Name: 

Relationship: 

Address: 

Phone No.: 

Educational Experience 

Current or Most Recent School Name: 

Major/Minor (if applicable): 

GPA: Year:         Freshman          Sophomore 
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 Junior         Senior              Graduate 

Other Colleges/Universities Attended  (please include an unofficial or official transcript): 

Major/Minor: 

GPA: Date Attended: 

Degree or Number of Credits Earned: 

Current GPA: 

Work/Volunteer Experience 

Most Recent Employer: 

Phone No:  Supervisor Name & Title: 

Position Title: City, State: 

Start Date: End Date: 

Description of Duties: (Use an additional sheet if necessary) 

 

 

Most Recent Employer: 

Phone No: Supervisor Name & Title: 

Position Title: City, State: 

Start Date: End Date: 
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Description of Duties: (Use an additional sheet if necessary) 

 

 

Other Relevant Information 

Career Plans: 

 

 

 

 

Please indicate your availability. 

 

 

 

 

Would you be earning college or high school 
credit?  

YES NO 

If yes, please provide school Contact Information: 

School Name: 

Contact Name: 
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Phone No.: 

References 

Reference #1: 

Title: 

Phone No: 

Reference #2: 

Title: 

Phone No: 

Reference #3: 

Title: 

Phone No: 
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Interview Questions 
 

The following are questions that you may be asked during your interview with one of internship 
Directors. Study up and be ready to impress! 
 
Introductory 

● Tell us a little about yourself (education, job experiences, accomplishments, passions, and 
specific skills) 

● What interested you in our internship program? 
● Did you have a chance to review our list* of possible projects?  If so, which ones interest you?  
● Why?  What can you bring to these projects? 
● Did you have any questions about the internship packet that you read?  

 
Research/Analysis/Methods 

● What kind of experiences do you have with conducting research or analysis? 
● Do you have a favorite method that you use when you conduct research and analyze 

information? 
● What experience do you have with: 

○ Conducting surveys?  
○ Online Research 

Customer feedback/research 
○ Marketing Research 
○ Product research and analysis 

 
Familiarity with BMI’s Brand  

● Have you had a chance to review our website, logo, products, services, brand in general?  Is 
there anything about it that you would change?  Elaborate.  

● What do you think makes BMI’s brand unique? Or Not unique? Why or why not? 
● How do you see yourself playing a role in helping BMI accomplish its mission and vision? 
● What do you like or not like about our brand? Elaborate and be honest. We will not penalize 

you in anyway for what you say. 
● When you hear or see our brand, what comes to your mind? 

 
Haitian Culture, education, & job creation 

● Have you had any experiences with Haitian culture? Traveled to Haiti? Eat Haitian Food? Met 
someone from Haiti? Elaborate. 

● What is your point of view of Haitian culture? 
● When you look at the country of Haiti, its culture, people, way of life,, what do you see? 
● How do you think education empowers and equips people to be successful? Give us a personal 

example when you use your education to accomplish a task. 
● If you could create one job for someone in need what kind of job would it be and why? 
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Entrepreneurial spirit & Creativity 
● I am going to hand you a random item. Sell it to me. 
● Tell me a time when you had to sell an idea or something to someone. How did you do it?  
● What was the outcome? (situation, task, action, results) 
● Suppose you are starting a business. Tell me the product you would create, how you would 

promote it to your customers, find placement for it, and make a profit from it. Walk me 
through briefly how you would run a business if you had the resources to start one and make it 
successful.  

● Tell me a situation where you had to get really creative in solving a problem and what 
happened as a result of you being creative (STAR) 

 
Completing Projects & Presentations 

● What experience do you have preparing and delivering presentations? 
● What is a recent project you are proud of? 
● Tell us about a time when you started and defined your own project and executed it 

successfully. 
● How would you rate yourself in speaking in front of others from 1 (bad) and 5 (excellent)?  
● Why would you rate yourself that? How do you think you can improve? 

 
General Professional & inquires 

● Where do you see your career in five years? 
● Tell us about a time when you faced organizational or other challenges to getting your job 

done.  What did you do to overcome these obstacles? 
● What would be the best outcome you could imagine from doing this internship with BMI?  
● How would you want to benefit from the experience? 
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Student Internship Exit Survey 
 
At the end of your internship, all interns will fill out an exit survey for the program. Thank you for 
taking part in the Beyond Me Initiative Internship program. Please answer the questions as honestly as 
possible. The information you provide us will assist with future decisions. All of the information that 
you provide will be confidential. 
The following questions pertain to your internship experience. Please circle Yes or No for questions 
1-5.  
 
Did your internship turn out to be as you expected?  
Yes 
No 
 
 
Did you receive enough training to do your job effectively? 
Yes 
No 
 
Did you receive sufficient feedback on your performance? 
Yes 
No 
 
Would you consider working again for this company in the future? 
Yes  
No 
 
Would you recommend this company and the program to family and friends? 
Yes 
No 
 

 
On a scale of 1-5 please rate your experience in the internship program with 5 meaning that you 
strongly agree and 1 meaning that you strongly disagree. Please circle the number to indicate your 
response. 
 
 This internship has helped me to develop skills to solve problems.   
1    2    3    4   5  
This internship has helped me to develop interviewing skills. 
1    2    3    4   5 
This internship has helped me to improve my verbal communication skills.  
1    2    3    4   5  
This internship has helped me to develop professional competence.  
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1    2    3    4   5 
I anticipate career advancement as a result of completing this Internship.  
1    2    3    4   5 
 

 
Short answer: 
What was most satisfying about your job and/or internship experience?  
 
 
What was least satisfying about your job and/or internship experience? 
 
 
 
What suggestions do you have to help improve the overall program and experience? 
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